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and, in consequence, few South Americans can be persuaded
that a tyranny, by whatever more fashionable name it'may
be called, is anything but a tyranny and a step in retrograde,
For South America has tasted all the fierce joys of tyranny
with almost all its latest variations. The dernier cri in modish
European tyrannies is ancient history in many parts of the
sub-continent, Did not Rosas govern Buenos Aires a hundred
years ago with the cut-throats of his party wearing a sacra-
mental badge and a sacred party colour ?   But Argentina
has long outgrown the age of Rosas and hardly finds it easy
to regard his latest European imitators as the last word in
modernity.  That correction of our perspective is good for
visitors from Europe,   For the massed battery of the pro-
j ectors may dazzle us when near at hand; but at long range we
cannot easily mistake the Twelfth Century for the Twentieth,
The less eventful landscape of the British scene scarcely
affords such ample opportunities for misconception and
correction,  But it is always heartening to stand back a few
thousand miles from that familiar canvas and to survey its
values in perspective.  The South American has a fair
comprehension of our sober march towards recovery.  He
finds it at once easier to follow and to believe in than his
northern neighbours' Si Vitus' dance in the same direction,
Besides, we do not bother him with the embarrassment of
Pan-American Conferences  and  slightly  Tatamdic re-
interpretations of an unwanted Monroe Doctrine,   He is
comfortably aware of Great Britain as a friendly presence
(mostly ^meinbered in the welcome embodiment of "the
Prince ofx'Walo£), jvith; \hose sporting, commercial, and
engineering accomplishments he is respectfully familiar,
Indeed, he is increaapgly aware that there are other British
products thairiteel girders and fat cattle; and there is a
growing curiosity as to our science and our books and the
more durable ingredients of British civilisation.   For South
America can see that there is still work for us to do together;
and the British mind has become an object of intelligent
curiosity.  One misconception lingers; for there is a wide-

